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0. Only real-analytic functions operate in the Fourier algebra of

any compact group that has an infinite abelian subgroup. This ex-

tends the theorems of Helson, Kahane, Katznelson, and Rudin [4]

which apply to the algebra of absolutely convergent Fourier series

on compact abelian groups. The Fourier algebra of a locally compact

group has been studied by H. Mirkil [ó], W. F. Stinespring [9],

R. A. Mayer [5], C. Herz [3], and most thoroughly by P. Eymard

[l]. We will state here the relevant definitions and facts, and prove

that the restriction of the Fourier algebra to a closed subgroup is

the Fourier algebra of the subgroup, and use this to lift up the theo-

rem on operating functions.

1. Definitions and notation. Let G be a compact group, G the set

of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary continuous representa-

tions (henceforth "representation" means "unitary continuous repre-

sentation") and if aEG, then Ta is some element of the class a. Ta is

an irreducible representation of G acting on a ¿„-dimensional complex

space Va, and x«> the character of a, is given by x<*(x) =Tr(Ta(x)),

for all aEG (Tr = Trace). (Naimark's book [7] is a reference for

these statements on G and the Fourier transform.) C(G), LV(G), M(G)

denote the space of complex continuous functions on G, Lv with

respect to the normalized Haar measure (fadx = l) on G, and the

space of regular Borel measures on G respectively.

For/££'(£), ßEM(G), aEG define

/» =  f f(x)Ta(x-i)dx,       fia =  f Ta(x~i)dß(x);
J a J g

these are linear operators on Va, with operator norms denoted by

||/«IU ||j&a||» respectively, and ||/a||w^||/||i, ||/2a||«,á||ju||. If /££2(G),

then/ has the Fourier series /(x)~^aeGdaTr(/«ra(x)) (^-conver-

gence) and ||/||2= 5Z«sg¿« Tr(/*/«) (* = adjoint).

For any linear operator U on Va, l^p<& define \\U\\P

= (Tr(U*U)»'2)ll>> = (Tr\ c/|P)i/p (see e.g. R. Mayer [S]). Then the

Fourier algebra ^4(G) may be defined as follows:
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A(G) -  ifQLKG): \\f\\A = Z^IIMIi < °°
1 <*eô

UfQA(G) then the inequality

I Tr(/ar„(*)) | á||/.||i||r.(*)||.-II/JI,

shows that the Fourier series Z«eê^a Tr(faTa(x)) converges uni-

formly and absolutely, thus v4(G)CC(G) and ||/||cc^||/|U. Note

ll/IU = ||/|U, so A(G) is symmetric.
Observe if G is abelian then A(G) = (L1(G)) , the space of abso-

lutely convergent Fourier series. P. Eymard has shown that A(G) is

a commutative Banach algebra, with identity, under pointwise multi-

plication, and to each maximal ideal M there corresponds xmQG

such that M= {f:f(xM) =0} ; that is, A(G) is a symmetric algebra of

continuous functions on its maximal ideal space G. This of course

shows that if \¡/ is real-analytic on a region E, fQA(G), and range

fQE, then\pofQA(G).
We state two lemmas to tie our definition of A(G) together with

Eymard's. For uQM(G), let ||A||» = supaGG||Ma||oo (=S||m||)-

Lemma 1. ForfQC(G)

H/IU = sup {|//¿f

Lemma 2.

||m|U==suP{||/*u||2:/G72(G),||/||2^1}

(* = convolution).

2. Induced representations. (For reference see R. Godement [2].)

Let 77 be a closed subgroup of G (then 77 is defined similarly to G,

and r, is an element of the class iQH, with character <p, and dimen-

sion di). For aQG, Ta restricted to 77 is a representation of 77 hence

it is a direct sum of irreducible representations of 77, say Ta(h)

= Z©«'ei? na(i)r,(h) for all hQH where na(i) is the number of times

that J"a| h contains t¿; for a fixed a, na(i)>0 for only a finite number

of iQH since da = Z<eê na(i)di.

For iQH, let tpí he the element of M(G) defined by fafdcbi

=Jhf(h)<pi(h)dh for all fQC(G) (dh — normalized Haar measure on

77). 4>¡ is called the generalized character of the representation of G

induced by t<. Now for aQG, (d>i)2 =fHTa(h~1)<pi(h)dh, thus
(4>í )2^0 if and only if na(i) >0, but (pi ¿¿0 in M(G) ; therefore there

exists at least one aQG such that na(i)>0. Let p be the restriction

map: C(G)-*C(H), then p* is an injection: M(H)^>M(G).

•

M(G), -
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Lemma 3. Let p.EM(H), then

Proof.

» = ||(pV)'

V)Í„ - sup 11 f Ta(h-i)du(h)

sup\\2~L ®na(i)ßi

sup   max \\fii\\„ =
<*eG   no(0>0

SupllMill« = Q.E.D.

3. Main theorems.

Theorem 1. A(G)\H = A(H); if FEA(G) then pFEA(H) and
||p£||.áaí||£||.ái and for each [real]fEA(H) there exists [real] FEA(G)

such that pF=f and ||£|U = ||/IU-

Proof. Let FEA(G), then

\\PF\\A = sup | |J FdLt : m E M(H), \\u\\„ Û l|

= sup\\ I
V.I«' Ö

Fd(p*p) :uEM(H),\\(p*ß)-

(by Lemma 1)

II« all

(by Lemma 3)

á sup i\LFd\ X E M(G), -}

Therefore A(G)\hEA(H), and ||p£||¿á||£||¿. Conversely, for each

iEBl choose some a(i)EG such that nau)(i)>0, and a(l)=a(i)

(where ä is the class of x—>T«(x)). This is possible (not necessarily

uniquely) by the remarks in §2. UfEA(H) then

f(h) = £ di Tr(JiTi(h))
ieñ

for all hEH, thus it suffices to consider/ of the form d,Tr(/jT¿(/z)),

some iEH. Let a=a(i) and let Fa = (di/da)(Ji@0) where the direct

sum is taken in such a way that daTr(F aTa(h)) =d{Yr(JïTi(h)), all

hEH. Then let £,(x) =d„Tr(F„ra(x)), all x£G, thus p£,=/ and

||£i|U=d«||Fa||i==d¿||/i||i = ¡1/11.1. For generalfEA(H), there exists for
each iEH a function FiEA(G) such that £,(A) =a<Tr(/,r1(Ä)) and

||£.|U=á.||/i||i. Let F= 2~2ieH Pi, convergent in A(G) since
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IWUíZIWIi-E*IWIi-IWU
ten i&H

ButpF=f, so ||7J|¿^||/||¿, thus ||F||¿ = ||/||¿. Further if/is real, then
so is F, because a(i) =ä(i).    Q.E.D.

Let G be the class of compact groups having infinite abelian sub-

groups, hence compact infinite abelian subgroups (by closure).

Theorem 2. If GQG then only real-analytic functions operate in

A (G), that is, if\p is defined on a closed convex set E in the complex plane,

and \p o FQA(G) whenever FQA(G) and range FQE then \J/ is real-

analytic on E.

Proof. Let 77 be an infinite compact abelian subgroup of G. By

Lemma 6.6.2, p. 143 (Rudin [8]), for «>0,

supfHU: real/G A (H), \\f\\A è n] = e\

For any e>0, there exists a real fQA(77) such that ||f||.A^n, \\eif\\A

>en — e. By Theorem 1, there exists real FQA(G) such that pF=f

and || F\\a = \\¡\\a á «• Thenp(eiF) = ei{, hence e" ^ ||e*'F|| A è ||ey|U >en — e,

therefore

sup{|HU: real F Q A(G), \\f\\a â«)= e».

Now the proof of Helson, Kahane, Katznelson and Rudin [4] applies

to A(G) to show that only real-analytic functions operate.    Q.E.D.

4. Remarks. One may want to extend the theory of the Fourier

algebra to homogeneous spaces, but there is a slight snag. Here is the

situation: Let G be a compact group, 77 a closed subgroup, X = G/H

the homogeneous space of right cosets of 77, then let A(G/H)

= {fQA(G):f(x)=f(xh), all xQG, hQH]. A(G/H) can be inter-
preted as a Banach algebra of continuous functions on X with maxi-

mal ideal space=A. Now suppose that another group G, also acts

transitively on X and A=Gi/77i. Is there a natural isomorphism

between A(G/H) and A(Gi/Hi)~? In general, the answer is no, as may

be seen in the case of SO(4)/SO(3)^53^Sp(l), (the group of unit

quaternions). In the case GiQG, Hi = HC\Gi, Theorem 1 shows that

A(G/H)QA(Gi/Hi).
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